Destabilizing effects due to rotating damper's in a gyrating or spinning systems is a very common phenomenon. Rotor's at speed higher than certain threshold values become unstable due to rotating damping forces generated by dissipation in rotor materials, coupling or due to friction in spline's and tool tip's. Presently the current methods are mostly passive and suitable for large or medium size rotor's but not quite applicable for small, mini or micro rotor systems. This paper uses an alternative technique to stabilize rotors of any size and description. The authors propose a piezo electrical type of actuating system for applying damping force to the rotating shaft by implementing a smart embedded coupling which rotates along with the rotor. The stabilization control was implemented by designing a simple state feedback Linear Quadratic Regulator whose gains were determined and applied to the rotor shaft through proposed smart embedded coupling.
INTRODUCTION
Rotors with internal damping are a very subtle dynamic to observe. The anti-symmetric nature of the circulating force causes the characteristics of this force to be non potential. Features of this non potential nature of the regenerative or the circulating force will be discussed in the preceding sections of this paper. This force causes the shaft to draw power from constant speed drive motor. Rotor systems which are subjected to these non-potential displacement dependent forces causes the rotor to destabilize. Some real life phenomena in rotor instability could be seen in elastic rotors with material or internal damping and also in forces resulting from hydrodynamic bearings and sometimes aerodynamic forces acting on elastic structures. Initially in the paper the nonpotential character of the circulating forces was established through extremely simple mathematical derivations taking into account the geometric transformation model between the fixed and rotating frame. One of the critical parameters to be determined ahead of designing the control law is the threshold or critical spinning speed of the rotor. In the later sections of the paper the critical or the threshold spinning speed was calculated by balancing both the regenerative and the dissipative power The threshold spinning speed of the rotor is extremely important for achieving rotor control as beyond this speed the rotor destabilizes. It has been observed that the rotor threshold spinning speed depends on its stiffness, external or the fixed damping and the internal damping of the system. The parameters over which the rotor threshold spinning speed depends are used later by the designer to establish control by modulating any one of these dependent parameters. Arguments have been given in favor to choose the rotor internal damping as the modulating parameter. It has been also shown that the rotor stiffness and the external or the fixed damping was discarded as the suitable parameter to be modulated by the proposed control law mainly for practical purposes and reasons which could be a hindrance in real time implementation of the controller and the actuator. Bond graph was used to model the complete rotor system at the initial stage. Bond graphs facilitate the creation of holistic models of dynamical systems belonging to multi energy domain. Since the complete sensing, control and actuation is all done in the rotating frame thus piezo or electromagnetic actuators are chosen as final actuating elements as because the size of the actuators can also be customized depending on the size of the rotor itself. Once the Bond-graph model of the system is formulated smart algorithms are used to convert a power driven bond graph model into a system state space description which is essential for designing the controller.
The discussions in this paper will focus on the real causes of instability due to material damping subjected to nonpotential nature of circulating force components in systems like elastic rotors, couplings and hydrodynamic bearing and how some earlier chosen techniques relied on some larger actuation system like the squeeze film dampers to arrest vibrations of relatively heavy rotors.
Authors further extended this work to reduce vibrations in face abrasive tools. Rotor systems with flat brittle materials like inorganic glasses or semiconductor substrata or bases used for preparing electronic wafer materials for polishing may cause tool wandering and unwanted vibrations due to presence of dry friction between the rotor tool tip and the polishing surface. It is therefore imperative to really think of strategies to reduce the tool tip wanderings and reduce vibrations as because the unwanted oscillations inflicted into the rotor system due to presence of dry friction could actually damage the materials being processed. Heavy mechanical dampers to arrest vibrations in rotor system with added tool kit were proposed earlier but due to complex features of such mechanical dampers the idea was not quite appropriate to be used for rotors which are small in size. Moreover incorporation of such mechanical dampers only modulate the parameter of stationary damping which is mostly applicable to medium or large sized grinders. Large mechanical dampers are not easily applicable to small size rotors.
The redemption of vibration in a face abrasive tool becomes more and more significant in the preparation of surfaces of brittle materials such as inorganic glasses and silicon materials.
BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW
A wonderful paper describing 'Effects of diphase lubricants on Dynamics of rigid rotor' ASME [6] gave us an insight of physical dynamics of rotors in general and the effects of nonconservative type forces due to surprising behavior of these typical diphase lubricants and its destabilization effects on the rotors dynamics. The paper talked a lot about the nature and effects of these non-potential forces on the rotor and the need for an stabilization technique. In these above mentioned papers no control issues as such was discussed and moreover the results shown in the paper was particularly for large size rotors.
A paper, "An Investigation in to the Physics Behind the Stabilizing Effect of Two Phase Lubricants in Journal Bearings" Journal of vibration and control [18] discussed almost the same issues of as in [6] but more in details regarding the instabilities in the journal bearing due to anti-symmetric stiffness coefficients and also the general nature of bearing forces in the bearing system without much emphasize on the control strategies to stabilize such systems. But these papers were quite thorough giving strong evidence towards the nature of the bearing stiffness forces and its effects on the journal bearing as such. Paper [19] Kirillov O. N., "Gyroscopic Stabilization in the Presence of Non-conservative forces" Dokl. Math, 2007, also dealt with the techniques to mechanically stabilize systems affected by non conservative forces with heavy dampers once again not really suitable for rotors of small size and description. The instability issues of Tippe top dynamics because of internal damping of the system was given in the paper [21] "Dissipation-Induced Heteroclinic Orbits in Tippe Tops" 2008, SIAM Review. The dynamics of gyro pendulum shows exactly the same kind of unstable dynamics due to internal damping forces shown in paper [22] 'On Stability of Crandall Gyro-pendulum' Physics Letters. The above mentioned papers gave us a motivation to see the effects of these non-conservative type forces and its regenerative effects on a very small size pendulum type rotors and see if one can stabilize the rotors without using heavy dampers or squeeze film actuators with even more smart and elegant control strategies. Book chapter [1] MeirovitchL, "Analytical methods in vibration", N.Y Macmillan, and paper [2] was used to see if one can model these dynamical systems using power exchange dynamic graphs namely Bond-graphs which gave much better physical insight to dynamic systems than modeling it with plain differential equations. Paper [5] Rosenberg R.C. and Karnopp D., "Introduction to physical System Dynamics", Mc. Grew Hill, helped us to understand dynamics of physical system excited with non-potential fields it also gave us the mathematical insight of forces which are essentially non-potential in nature and how they affect the rotor dynamics and even addressed issues of the instability conditions in an hydrodynamic bearing system. One paper [9] "Theoretical and Experimental Studies on Squeeze Film Stabilizer for Flexible Rotor-Bearing Systems Using Newtonian and Viscoelastic Lubricants" Jr. of Vibration and Acoustics, Transaction of ASME, used squeeze film dampers for large size rotor. Papers [7] , [10] and [16] gave us an insight about the dynamics of piezo actuators and how it could be used as an actuating devise in a rotor model Book references [14] and [15] were used to understand the electrical and mechanical dynamics of the piezo-actuation system these references were also used to refer to the actuator parameters and its frequency responses. Book [17] gave us the complete insight of how easily bond graphs could be drawn of rotors with internal damping and one could also understand the algorithms to convert the bond graph model into a perfect state-space model whose matrices were later used to fine tune the controller. Some state feedback control strategies for stabilization of extremely large size rotors was studied [14] , [15] but most of the control techniques were using conventional methods with complex control system. "Modeling and Simulation of Process Machine Interaction in Grinding systems" [23] this paper gave an overall insight that how dry friction forces between the rotor tool and the mating surface created a tool hunting and wandering effect within the rotor system however no real control strategy to overcome such instability was discussed. PhD thesis [24] was referred to understand the effects of rotor imbalances and external disturbances in the rotor system. Figure 1 . Distributed structure of the rotor damping and the rotor stiffness
ROTOR MODELING AND INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
One might choose the overall rotor parameters like the internal damping in the rotating frame, as = 2 such that its effective value in all directions is 'Ri'. The external damping of the system is taken as = 2 such that the effective damping coefficient in all direction is 'Ra'. The stiffness coefficient = 2 , such that 'Ks' is experienced in all directions. If the overall dynamics of the rotor is considered, then the dynamic equation can be given as below
The above equation can also be written by the overall force components experienced by the rotor in 'X' and 'Y' directions of the shaft the governing equation in fixed reference frame can be seen from the equation below,
The dynamic force components can be seen as simple stiffness dependent forces, ordinary damping force proportional to ̇ and Ẏf and finally the last component of the force which is of special significance. This component of the force can also be called as the regenerative force or the circulating force which exhibits a special feature that it is solely responsible for creating instability in the rotor system due to its anti symmetric nature One might take this asymmetric force component given below for further analysis.
The special characteristics of this circulating force component is that it cannot be actually derived from any potential components. One may then say that like most of the other force components found in nature this force is apparently non-potential ̅ ≠ − ̅ Φ where the function ϕ(x, y) can be defined as some potential function.
One may get a rigorous insight of the dynamic equation by considering the overall geometric transformation by connecting the velocities in the rotating frame with those of fixed reference frame. Further the relationship of the rotating frame to those of the fixed reference frame is considered non co-rotating but a momentary snapshot of the dynamics may be taken when the fixed and the rotating frame is just co-oriented and the equations below are written based on these assumptions,
The above equation in the matrix notations will be given as,
In terms of displacement components
Multiplying the above equation with 'Ri' the damper force vector component would be given as
Due to the nature of the circulating force component one might also get a non vanishing curl from the said dynamics,
This has a very important and a significant property as because the work done by the circulating component of this force 'Fc' will be path dependent. We can also say that the net work will be done if the point of applications traces a closed orbit. Therefore the net work done in tracing a closed orbit will be given as, Figure 2 . Smart embedded structure specially designed to actuate the rotor in rotating frame If one considers the basic structure of the rotor from the figure 2 above, then the rotor rotates along the 'z' axis and it has flexibilities in both 'X' and 'Y' directions moreover the external damping is attached with the suspension system of the rotor. Both the isotropic stiffness and the internal damping has been taken as a lumped parameters coupled with the smart coupling for ease in modeling the system. The integral part of the design includes a smart structure with attached sensor, controller and piezo type actuators within a single coupling. The essential feature of the smart coupling is that it rotates along with the rotor.
The complete sensing of position and velocity along with the control action which modulates the internal damping is done inside the smart structure. 
Tool Wandering analysis by adding tool kit element
The parameter ' ' can be considered yet another constitutive constant which depends on the materials of the mating surfaces. The nature of the dry frictional force can be represented in typically two regions of operation at low orbital speeds and also at higher orbital speeds.
One may overall contrive or try to see which of the following behavior listed below is truly shown by the dry frictional force element, (a) Dissipative or anti dissipative (b) Gyroscopic behavior (c) Potential behavior (d) Non potential or regenerative behavior Mathematical operators describing the above behavioral pattern may be enlisted below If _ ̅ . ̅ is negative then it is dissipative in nature.
Using condition (iii) and given mathematical operator (d) by _ ̅ . is negative which actually means
(the negativity of the term implies the nature of the force to be dissipative).
One may also find that the condition _ ̅ × = 0 , implying a non gyroscopic nature.
The operator _ × gives the expression below
It gives a non-zero value implying this force has a nonpotential component. Finally one can conclude that the dry friction force field to be dissipative, non-gyroscopic with no effective potential components. The analytical dry friction force has a peculiar property as it operates in two segments at lower speeds it operates within a linear region and at a higher orbital speed it remains in the saturation region.
One may further investigate with mathematical analysis how the dry frictional force allows the tool tip to oscillate or wander between the linear and saturated region causing instability in small size rotors which might be a hindrance for highly precise applications like polishing of thin film wafers of integrated circuits etc.
Bond-graph model of the rotor system with and without the tool kit element.
Due to the embedded coupling designed specially within the rotor. One may therefore model the entire dynamics in rotating frame.
The governing equation which then transforms a fixed reference frame to a rotating frame is given by
For doing the geometrical transformation one needs the dynamical model of the rotor which can be recalled as seen below
Here 'θ' is the angle between the rotating and the fixed reference frame which has been used in the transformation One might then finally get the transformed equation of the form below
Since piezo actuators are available in small sizes therefore the choice of actuation system is done by embedding a set of piezo crystals properly aligned in the 'X' and 'Y' direction of the two degree of freedom rotor system. For a very small size rotor system one might embed the actuator within the rotating smart structure (5) and (6) are mainly used to create the Bond graph model. Bond graphs are used to represent the entire dynamics of small scale rotor system as it is modeled completely by taking the power dynamics and which definitely gives a much better physical insight to the modeler.
The main transformation model from fixed to rotating frame is used as the base to create the power dynamics model using Bondgraph.Once the dynamics has been properly modeled the piezo actuators are individually modeled and attached smartly on the rotating frame of the Bond graph model. Velocity sensors are fed in both 'X' and 'Y' directions of the rotating frame to sense and transfer data to the controller which may actually be considered also embedded within the embedded coupling structure rotating along with the rotor. Compared to the previous model which was without any additional tool kit element in this underlying model below fig 5 one may see that the dynamics was further extended by introducing elements of dry frictional force between rotor tool tip and the grinder or the mating surface . The behavior of the dry frictional force was initially mathematically defined and added to the model. One may introduce simple electromechanical piezo actuator in the model. Piezo actuating systems are preferred especially for small size rotor systems as using other actuation system needs more operating power which may outsize the rotor size itself.
Compared to the previous model which was without any additional tool kit in this model of fig (5) the dynamics was further extended by incorporating an additional attached face abrasive tool kit grinder.
CONTROL OF SMALL SIZE ROTORS

Threshold speed calculation of rotor
For the design of a suitable control it is obvious that the running speed ' ' of the rotor should be less than the threshold or the critical spinning speed 'wth'. At speeds greater than the threshold speed of the rotor the regenerative power becomes greater than the dissipative power and the rotor gets destabilized by consuming unwanted power from the constant speed drive motor thus there would be continuous growth of the power drawn by the shaft which actually renders it unstable .This is a highly unstable condition when the power drawn by the shaft increases monotonically. To design a suitable control strategy by making the running speed of the rotor not to cross the threshold speed one may calculate the relationship for the threshold critical spinning speed of the rotor. The smartest way to calculate the critical or threshold spinning speed of the rotor is to compute the regenerative power and the dissipative power and equate the two to address the verge of instability condition.
The relationship for the critical or the threshold spinning speed of the rotor is given by
The rotor beyond this spinning speed tends to become unstable. Here the critical speed depends on the shaft natural frequency √ , external damping 'Ra' and the material or rotating damping 'Ri'.
In this technique the regenerative energy per orbit is exactly balanced by the dissipative work done per orbit by the rotor.
At the critical condition or the balanced condition the regenerative work will be given by = 2ωR i A , moreover the system symmetry suggest that this orbit has to be identically circular in nature.
The dissipative work includes the damping factor (Ra+Ri) and dissipative work done is given below.
W d = (2πr) * (ω n r) * (R i + R a )
At the verge of instability condition or the balanced condition of the rotor the regenerative power will be almost equal to the dissipative power.
Solving the condition W c = W d one gets the relation already stated above
From the expression of the threshold speed it can be observed that the dependence of the critical speed is on natural frequency, the external damping and internal damping of the rotor. One might try to modulate any of these three parameters by the proposed control law to establish stability.
Choice of the modulating parameter
The threshold spinning speed of the rotor plays a definitive key role in designing a suitable control strategy. The prime objective of the controller is now to translate the threshold spinning speed ' ℎ ' further away from the running speed of the rotor. In order to do that the controller has namely three parameters to choose from the condition of the threshold speed.
One may increase the shaft stiffness by feeding back shaft displacement. This way of modulation by the controller on the shaft stiffness is impractical and moreover there would be limitations up to which the stiffness could be increased in flexible rotors with limited number of actuators.
The design of the controller can be done in such a way such that one may increase the shaft stationary damping 'Ra' in order to shift the shaft critical spinning speed way beyond the running speed ' ' of the rotor. But some difficulties will be in this approach too , say if the range ( − ℎ ) (that is the difference of spinning and instability onset speed) is too high then higher feedback gains are to be given and since 'Ra' already lies in the numerator of the critical speed relation one may find it difficult to generate such large scale external damping values by the controller. Fixing a high value of the external damping may pose certain difficulties as higher value of the external damping may increase the size of the actuation system itself.
If the size of the actuator itself becomes larger than the size of the rotor this would imply a serious draw back in the selection of the actuating element and fallback in the overall design. There might be severe constraints and problems to integrate such systems with the rotating shaft. There might also be additional problems arising to implement such systems due to high contact friction and wear in the actuator.
Therefore, for practical reasons one might modulate the internal damping 'Ri' One can re write the overall equivalent damping Reqv=Ri-Rc where Reqv is effective value of the rotating damping. Therefore the relationship for the threshold spinning speed is than given as ω th = ω n (1 + R a R i −R c ) here 'Rc' is artificially created which depicts the actual control action. One may thus modulate the internal damping 'Ri' of the system by feeding back the forces proportional to the velocities in the rotating frame. The overall internal damping of the system may be reduced. This will translate ′ th′ way beyond ′ ′ and stabilization of the rotor may be achieved.
This stabilization strategy stands effective as it can be implemented in frame rotating with the shaft. Smart structures may be deployed along with some customized piezo-actuators. Piezo-actuators can be sealed down and miniaturized depending upon the rotor size.
One may sense the orbital area given as 2 + 2 but even better response function would be the velocity response function ̇2 +̇2 as because the whirl orbiting speed is the natural frequency of the shaft without any damping.
Therefore, the overall control structure could now be given as, 
Controller design using Riccati engine
Initially before developing the control strategy the complete model was modeled using Bond graphs. Bond graphs are used extensively to model complex dynamic systems as it addresses the complexity in physical dynamics through power exchange and gives a much better physical insight to the modeler. Algorithms than can be furnished to convert bond graph model into exact state space model. The complexities in the rotor model lies in transforming the dynamics from fixed frame to rotating frame using transformation coefficients elegantly and then impending both the mechanical and electrical properties of the piezo actuation system within the model. Bond graph gives a very holistic insight and physical realization to the modeler. Just like one may convert transfer function model into signal flow graph similarly bond graphs can be converted into exact state space model by convertibility algorithms and calculations. In the current development of the controller we find out the system matrices and use the following design rules to implement the controller:
1. The entire state vector x(t) is available for feedback. 2.
[A B] is stabilized and [A C] is detectable.
3.
= > 0 Then 1.
The linear quadratic controller is unique, optimal, full state feedback control law ( ) = − ( ) with K=
That minimizes the cost, J, subjected to the dynamic constraint imposed by the open dynamics in the equation.
2. S is the unique, symmetric, positive semi definite solution to the algebraic Riccati equation
The closed loop dynamics arrived at by ( ) = ( − ) ( ) It is guaranteed to be asymptotically stable.
4.
The minimum value of the cost J is = 0 0 In effect, the LQR (Linear quadratic Regulator) algorithm takes care of the tedious work done by the control systems engineer in optimizing the controller. However, the engineer still needs to specify the weighting factors and compare the results with the specified design goals. Often this means that controller synthesis will still be an iterative process where the engineer judges the produced "optimal" controllers through simulation and then adjusts the weighting factors to get a controller more in line with the specified design goals.
If the system is uncontrollable, then it is possible to drive x(t) to zero in an arbitrary short period of time. This would require very large amount of control signal which from an engineering point of view are unacceptable. Large control signals will saturate actuator and if implemented in a feedback form will require high bandwidth designs that may excite un modeled dynamics. Hence, it is clear that there must be a balance between the desire to regulate the perturbations in the state to equilibrium and size of the control signal needed to do so. There are some assumptions in designing 1.
The number of variables to keep small is equal to the number of controls. That is dim[ ( ) ] = dim[ ( ) ] = .
2.
The control weight is chosen such that =̃ where is a positive scalar and =̃ > 0.
3.
Gz(s) is defined to be the square transfer function matrix between the variables we wish to keep small and the controls with the loop open, ( ) = (s) u( ) where (s) = ( − ) −1 , and q is the number of transmission zeros of (s).
Adjusting directly influences the feedback control gain. When → ∞, we speak of the LQR(Linear quadratic Regulator) controller as having low gain . 
Then the augmented state vector will be, 
DYNAMICS OF AN UNCONTROLLED ROTOR SYSTEM
The rotor is rotated at a speed beyond 'wth' . There is no eccentricity within the rotor system. There is a initial inertia given to the rotor system in 'X' direction. The plots below in Fig-6 shows that the orbit keeps increasing rapidly which means that the anti-symmetric non potential nature of the circulating force drives the shaft unstable and the plot below also shows that the shaft drawn power increases monotonically at a very fast rate. Fig(7a) is the threshold of instability speed which gets latched at a value. Fig(7a) shows how the controller stabilized the shaft in 'X' direction and the convergence is in the order of 10 -4 mm. The rotor speed is 660 rad/s and the Riccati based stabilizing action lifts the threshold speed to 1127 rad/s. This demonstrates the stabilization action. The figure (7b) gives the complete phase trajectory of the rotor and from the simulation result it is clearly seen that the controller functions extremely well when the modulated part of the internal damping is less than the equivalent initial value of the internal damping but as soon as the modulated part of the internal damping becomes larger than the initial internal damping 'Ri' the simulation result in 7(b) clearly shows that there is a start of reverse whirling of the rotor which the designed controller is unable to stabilize at the present moment therefore some modification of the controller is required by introducing an additional switching logic attached with the designed Linear Quadratic Regulating control . In the above simulation that is in figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows how the instability builds up due to the internal damping but additionally we can observe that how the instability builds up in a non-uniform Zig zag manner due to wandering effect of the dry frictional force in between the rotor tool tip and the mating surface.
Simulation results with Linear Quadratic Regulator based active control and added dry friction element
The parameters used for this simulation are as follow. Fig. (9) shows the stabilized phase trajectory of the rotor. This amplitude progressively reduces and then settles down to a small value even with the addition of dry frictional force acting in the rotor.
Brief discussion on the simulation results
The authors have designed a self-tuned controller for stabilizing extremely small size rotors with mass of about 0.1 Kg therefore not enough articles were found which addressed stabilizing issues within this size. Most of the other papers designed controllers for medium to much larger size rotors. Although the simulation results of present controller is comparable to other papers which used conventional controllers like Sliding mode and pole-placement but some improvement was seen over other optimal control techniques like Dynamic programming or Pontygrins method .The novelty of this current work was actually to use the orbital function ̇2 +̇2 which reduced the original model with larger number of states and coupling into a more simplified model. This simplification made the controller tuning easier and much more realistic which will help the designer to implement it in a real time processor with reduced number physical states and sensors. Most of the current work made the controller design much murkier and less simplified by using larger number of internally coupled states. Therefore, decoupling the internally interacting states made the design quite complex.
CONCLUSION
This paper shows the destabilizing effect of spinning damping in a rotor system. There are different methods to stabilize such rotor systems but most of earlier methods are passive in nature using heavy squeeze film and larger mechanical dampers suitable for large or medium size rotors. This paper gives an active stabilization method to stabilize small to mini size rotors. The spinning damping and the actuation devices are all lumped to a smart coupling between the drive and the rotor.
When the rotor does not drive the load the shaft drawn power is a good measure for modulating the negative damping. It is shown in the paper that when the shaft is driving a extra load the shaft drawn power is more than the power responsible for destabilizing and it destabilizes the shaft causing shaft to whirl with very high amplitude.
A smart PID controller is designed using a Linear Quadratic regulator method. The input to the controller are the states which are measured from orthogonal vibrational velocity amplitude in a frame rotating with the shaft and the contrived negative internal damping is modulated with these signals. This way of controls lead to stable rotor even in presence of eccentricity and load. Further stabilization for vibration redemption is proposed for face abrasive tools which are often used for grinding and for finer surface preparation processes of flat surface of highly brittle material like inorganic glasses other such materials used in optoelectronic devices and preparation of semiconductor substrate or bases .The vibrations of surface abrasive tools often damage the material being processed. It is shown that active creation of negative damping in a rotating frame stabilizes the rotor a switching mechanism is further designed to prevent the reverse whirling of the rotor.
